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Abstract

This study addresses a possible mismatch between political rhetoric on creative industries and tourism relations and the
experiences and expectations that artists and workers in the creative industries have of their artistic work and their sector. In
semi-structured interviews, we asked if and then how creatives and developers in Norway relate to the concept of tourism and
whether they see tourists or the tourism industry as a target market for cultural products. Our findings suggest that developers
are likely, but creatives unlikely to see a relation between creative’s work and tourism or tourists, and the tourism industry as a
target market for cultural products. Tourism is in other words a blind spot in the business practices of creative entrepreneurs.
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Introduction

Around the millennium an optimism reigned regarding the business potential of so-called cultural and/or creative industries (Bell
and Oakley 2014; Hesmondhalgh 2013; Pyykkönen and Stavrum 2018). This led to substantial engagement in those industries
from public bodies providing support for business startups, cultural entrepreneurship and innovation in the western world.
Concurrently the focus within tourism entrepreneurship and innovation lighted on arts and culture, with an emphasis on cultural
tourism (Richards 1996; UNWTO 2018).

Tourism is significant for national and local economies as one of the biggest industries in the global market. Tourism based on
cultural events and products as a main attraction is a well-established and important niche in the tourism market, generating
revenue for both the tourism and cultural industries (Richards 2011). In this article, we discuss the perspective of artists and
creative workers on whether tourism is a relevant marketplace for the cultural entrepreneurship that local and national
governments have been supporting. Artists, creative workers and cultural entrepreneurs, creatives as we choose to call them
here, have traditionally not seen economic growth, business and entrepreneurship as primary motivation for artistic and creative
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work (Røyseng 2019). This despite that it may be argued that creative industries have an inherently entrepreneurial orientation
(Rusak 2016). Many creatives in the field of culture have traditionally identified with ideals such as art for art’s sake, intrinsic
value, and autonomy of the arts (cf. Belfiore and Bennett 2007; Bourdieu 1993). Due to political highlighting of business
potential in the creative industries, these workers face demands for, and offers of support for becoming more entrepreneurial,
expanding the business part of their activities (Pyykkönen and Stavrum 2018; Røyseng 2019; Haugsevje et al. 2021). At local,
regional and national levels, a support network for creative industries is emerging in Norway, engaging those we call developers
as consultants, managers and project leaders.

Tourism is often named in policy documents, municipal plans and practices as important for diversification of employment
opportunities, business development and resident recruitment, even counted as a creative industry. Tourism policies in Norway
emphasize that a rich culture should be promoted in destination development (Kulturdepartementet og Naerings- og
fiskeridepartementet 2019; Innovation Norway 2021).

Although the policy rhetoric of creative industries links tourism, creative industries and the cultural sector (Pyykkönen and
Stavrum 2018), the relation may be unclear and may not even seem desirable within the two sectors. Kouri (2012:63) questions
whether a national policy merging culture and tourism policies is “an opportunity or an unholy alliance.” Richards (2020:a:232)
asks whether tourism and culture are “natural partners or reluctant bedfellows,” given that after 75 years of courtship the sectors
have a love-hate relationship.

This article addresses the possible mismatch between the political rhetoric described above and the views on tourists and the
tourism industry expressed by people in the creative industries. We ask the following questions: How do creatives and
developers in the creative industries in Norway relate to the concept of tourism? Do they see tourists or the tourism industry as
a target market for their products and productions?

Our hypothesis is that tourism is a blind spot in the view that creatives have of their audiences, as most creatives do not see a
clear relation between tourism and their own work, and that they do not see tourists or the tourism industry as a target market
for their products, while tourism sees cultural products as an attraction. Hence, the empirical findings from our study can shed
further light on the claims of Richards (2020a) and Kouri (2012) and contribute to understanding of why the partnership
between tourism and culture as intended in cultural and tourism policies malfunctions.

The article is based on qualitative interviews with creatives (artists and cultural entrepreneurs) and developers (project
managers) within creative industries in Norway. The interviewees were recruited through their participation in various public and
semipublic measures or programs established in order to support and improve the income and work conditions for artists and
cultural microbusinesses. Our study is a collaboration by researchers from both tourism and cultural policy research. As our
work progressed, we came to suspect that the blind spot mentioned above also exists in the researchers’ field of vision.
Therefore, a Meta interview in which one of the authors interviewed the two other authors, was conducted. This serves as a
secondary, yet important empirical source for this article, that sheds further light on how tourism is understood by actors in the
field of art and culture.

Theoretical perspectives

In this section, we start by defining and discussing tourism, the cultural sector and creative industries before moving on to
discuss the business development and entrepreneurship emphasis/ideology symptomatic of the various programs that the cultural
workers interviewed are engaged in.

Tourism as a field of study

The discourses on tourism can be confusing, as tourism is not only an industry; it is a phenomenon, a field and a social
construction (Steen-Jacobsen and Viken 2008). The criteria commonly used to label people as tourists are time, being a tourist
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is a temporary state; space or distance, a tourist is displaced—not at home; boundary crossing, an international tourist has
crossed national borders, but the domestic tourist has at least crossed his or her own threshold; and purpose of travel, the tourist
travels with the intention to return after an overnight stay (Cooper and Hall 2016; Robinson 2012; UNWTO, n.d.). Colloquially
the term tourist evokes the notion of a person traveling for leisure more so than the business traveler does. Tourism refers to the
phenomena, relationships and activities people undertake as/for tourists (Robinson 2012; Vanhove 2017).

On a philosophical level it may be of more interest to discuss the concept of tourist as rhetorical device than the operational
definitions of the term, which can be broken down in so many target markets to render the term virtually meaningless. What is
of interest to McCabe is the use of the term tourist as an identity marker; often a pejorative one but ultimately a label referring
to individual participation in “this vast and dynamic aspect of consumer society, which is tourism” (2009, 26).

Tourism as culture—cultural tourism

On the spectrum between high culture, which can only be defined by distinguishing it from some other culture as low or facile, a
distinction tightly bound up with social class, wealth and power, tourism is at the lower end (Bourdieu 1984; Tribe 2009).
Popular culture, mass culture is a troublesome category, just as mass tourism that most academics disdain, preferring the loftier
concept of traveler to the plebeian term tourist (Wheeller 2009). Cultural tourism that is tourism where culture is an attraction
(UNWTO, n.d.) became trendy again around the millennium as described by Helgadottir (2011): “… cultural tourism was all
the rage and everybody and their aunt wanted to go into business—usually by opening a ‘museum’” (339). The trend was
fraught with taken for granted assumptions about culture as a resource for tourism and vice versa. Yet the UNWTO (2018)
continues to promote the synergies between culture and tourism, but now with an understanding of a reciprocal and broad value
creation for culture and tourism.

This highlights the importance of tourism understanding as an identity marker or membership category not as separate from
culture but as a culture and/or a cultural phenomenon. An even more radical way to conceive of the relation of tourism and
culture is proposed by Nogues-Pedregal (2012); by speaking of tourism as the context for cultures and societies, thereby
standing the conventional way of thinking about these concepts on its head. The argument is that tourism is a pervasive and
overarching force that shapes society and culture.

The cultural approach to entrepreneurship and tourism

A diversity in motivations is not only a consumer trait, lifestyle entrepreneurship is a well-known phenomenon in tourism
(Jóhannesson and Lund 2018; Andersson Cederholm and Hultman 2010). For decades, art and culture have been used in
placemaking and city branding processes (Boltanski and Esquerre 2020; Richards 2020b). In countries all over Europe arts-led
projects and culture based projects led by local public governments have been introduced as tools for attracting visitors, such as
tourists (Daniel and Kim 2020; Duxbury 2021). Recent studies have identified different kinds of creative tourists with different
motivations (Remoaldo et al. 2020). While tourism actors have been talking about culture and cultural tourism for a long time,
tourism has not been on everybody’s lips within art and culture. To understand why, we must address basic principles of the
culture field. As early as 1984, Becker discussed art worlds in market terms of resources and distribution and as art mirrors the
world, his articulation was timely as the market turn was commencing. According to Bourdieu (1993), the field is structured by
the principle of autonomy, which says that art should not have any economic or other external purposes beyond itself. Hence,
Bourdieu speaks about the art field as the economic field turned upside down. In the economic field the actors will act in
accordance with a calculating, utilitarian interest, while in the art field such commercial self-interest is seen as illegitimate
(Bourdieu 1993).

In the era of creative industries, this basic principle has been challenged. Now, the lines between art, culture and economy are
blurred and redefined, and creatives (among them artists) are expected to act more like market-oriented entrepreneurs (Naudin 2
017; Pyykkönen and Stavrum 2018; Røyseng 2019). Recent studies document that artists respond in various ways to such
expectations. Haynes and Marshall (2018) find that even though artists within the music industry act in entrepreneurial ways,
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they are reluctant to label themselves as entrepreneurs. Peters and Roose (2020) find that artists since the 90 s have increasingly
made use of entrepreneurial logic in their applications for governmental money. Moreover, studies from Norway find that the
majority of artists are neither particularly positive nor particularly negative to entrepreneurship, their attitudes are rather
pragmatic (Heian and Hjellbrekke 2017). While Bourdieu’s analysis of the cultural field is useful to understand the complex
relation between art and money, it seems that this relation has become even more complex in the era of the creative industries,
as attitudes to entrepreneurship among creatives seem diverse rather than unanimously negative (Haugsevje et al. 2021).

Bourdieusian perspectives are also used in studies of tourism, e.g. when Ritzer and Liska introduce the McTourism concept
(1997). The McTourist seeks predictability, standardization and efficient forms of entertainment, rather than novelty, variety
and authenticity, as part of what Weber have described as the disenchantment of the world (Rojek 2000, 55–56). Boltanski and
Esquerre’s study on what they call the enrichment economy (2020, 16), is a recent contribution to cultural sociology, where
both tourism and Bourdieu’s analyses of the autonomy of the art are discussed in relation to concepts such as late capitalism and
the postmodern experience economy. Of particular interest are their reflections on how tourists and travelers become the main
target of cultural attractions and experiences. Theoretically the phenomena tourism, cultural tourism, and the concepts of art,
culture and creative entrepreneurship are complex and understood differently in different contexts. Here we focus on the
understandings of tourism as they are expressed by people working in and with the creative industries.

Methodology, data collection and analysis

This paper grows out of a larger study on creative industries in Norway, in which we have followed seven public or semipublic
projects which support artists and micro businesses within cultural and creative industries in different Norwegian cities and
villages. To various degrees, city development is also part of the objectives for these projects. The empirical material of our
study consists of semi-structured interviews with three categories of people: (1) individuals in charge of the specific projects, (2)
bureaucrats within the sectors of culture and trade and industry, and (3) creatives taking part in the seven projects. The
creatives represent different parts of the cultural and creative industries, e.g. visual artists, performing artists, musicians,
handcrafters, and designers.

In the larger study, 108 individuals were interviewed. In this article, we focus on a selection of 15 interviews with 26 individuals
where tourism was explicitly articulated as a theme. Seven of the 26 informants were interviewed individually, while 19 were
interviewed in groups of two or three persons. In the analysis we found that the way informants speak about tourism differs
between categories. Informants from categories 1 and 2, individuals who have positions in municipalities and/or the business
support infrastructure, we collectively name developers. Informants from group 3 we have named creatives. The category of
creatives consists of both artists and people working as creative entrepreneurs in the broader creative industries, all being self-
employed and running their own creative businesses. As we will see from the coming empirical sections of the article, the two
different groups of informants, the developers and the creatives, articulate and reflect on the topic of tourism in different ways
in different situations.

This is a phenomenological study of the meanings people in the cultural sector attach to tourism and tourists (Berg and Lune 20
09). The focus is on the conceptual rather than operational meaning of the terms. True to the qualitative tradition, we
acknowledge and use our subjectivity, and take our different positions relative to the topic of study as points of view, as
different observation posts in the field. One of the authors of this article (A) comes from the field of tourism studies while the
other two (B and C) come from the field of cultural studies. Researchers B and C conducted the interviews of both the larger
study on Norwegian creative industries as well as the interviews relevant for this specific study on tourism. In the interview
frame, which all three researchers formed together, the theme of tourism was introduced by asking whether and how the
different interviewees related to tourism. In addition to analysis of these direct responses, the interviews were also scanned for
any other references to tourists and tourism and the responses to other questions were read with a view to what they revealed
about target markets and tourism.

The interviews were conducted and transcribed in Norwegian, before a content analysis was conducted on the transcripts. First,
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researcher B highlighted all references to tourism in the transcripts. Researcher A followed up and highlighted in addition
references to economic aspects such as marketing, business operation and the traveling that the interviewees undertake as well
as comments that reflect their professional identity. Researcher A translated the interview citations used in the article from
Norwegian to English. Researchers B and C read the translations and compared with sound files and field notes.

Because the two authors representing cultural studies conducted the interviews, the tourism researcher had a need for contextual
information beyond the citations and the field notes. To get a better understanding, the tourism researcher (A) conducted a Meta
interview with the cultural studies researchers (B and C) about the data collection and methodological work, yielding
supplementary data about the relations between culture, tourism and entrepreneurship, and about the experiences and
interpretations happening while interviewing. In this interview researcher A focused also on the emotional charge in the
interviews that is what feelings about the topic of tourism were expressed, as well as the non-verbal communication in the
meetings between researchers and informants. The Meta interview was a semi-structured interview where A asked B and C
specifically what was happening and what they felt at the point in each interview where the topic of tourism was discussed. The
interview was recorded and transcribed.

This additional round of analysis was important as the three authors have different relationships to the topic of tourism, which
affects the way in which it was approached in the interviews. It served to clarify and contextualize the recorded data as well as
collect additional data on the subjective experience, the affect toward the topic. This interview also generated ideas and
directions for the data analysis, highlighted themes and issues to re-search in the data.

Empirical findings

In the following section we will analyze the empirical findings on the topic of tourism as it was expressed and discussed in the
interviews. Direct citations from interviews appear in italics. The interviewees are indicated by “Creative” or “Developer” and
number, and the researchers are indicated by “R.”

Tourism as a tool for development

The developers were primarily interviewed about the local creative industries and the local public actions implemented in order
to support such enterprises. Tourism was not planned as a major topic in these interviews, but the developers initiated the topic
of tourism as an important part of creative industries and in the context of place attractiveness or place branding and as a market
for cultural products, as in this group interview with two developers:

R: Where is [municipality] in the creative industries development in 10 years?

Developer 1: We must be more focused. We start with our tourism policy which touches up to creative industry. […]

Developer 2: We will have a more deliberate relation to it. […] I think the municipalities will position themselves more in
tourism and creative industries.

Developer 2 explains that the municipalities within the region are branding themselves within different niches. One of the
neighboring municipalities is branded as a city of art, another as a city of theater, and their own municipality has chosen music
and tourism. He continues to connect tourism and creative industries:

The link between music, food and tourism is interesting. In the future people might ask
whether it is tourism, creative industries or what? Then we have done something right.
We need more tourism businesses and we need package deals. […] Gather the industries
—retail, festivals, venues and the municipalities. This we have learned from research on
music town branding and development.
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A team of developers in another city also turn to tourism when being interviewed about how municipalities and regional
authorities organize their support for local creative industries:

Developer 3: [Talking about how the current support mechanism in the municipality
came about]. It became a project for collocation of tourism.

Developer 4: There has been a focus on tourism since 2012 in the municipality, a
separate tourism policy. It has been a red thread that we have made clearer. We want to
be better at something we are already relatively good at. Create a milieu to create jobs.
[…]

Developer 5: We need an innovation culture here, it doesn’t exist. People with ideas that
have innovation potential. But we have people working with tourism and creative
industries.

The innovation potential in tourism is also about content, and the industry is seen as having to be creative and innovative:

Developer 4: Those that manage to create content are the ones that will succeed from
now on […]. There are some interesting trends emerging. It is worthwhile to focus our
efforts there. Here we need to challenge the conventional thinking in tourism: We have the
physical infrastructure such as hotels and we have nature and then it is “help yourself,
tourist.” Those that succeed in creating added value, and can offer the tourists something
more, that’s what is going to be valuable. A bed and an open ski hill are not good enough
today. We are not good enough today and this is the understanding we need to work on
here.

The dream includes a more creative tourism industry and there is a hint of impatience toward the conventional way of running
tourism on one hand and on conservative ideas about what tourism is and what tourists want:

Developer 5: Here we can build up an innovative tourism. Get younger, alternative thinking people. We have enough businesses
run with a traditional mind-set.

Developer 3: People are still asking for a big hotel in town when the world stays in
Airbnb.

Developer 4: This is so typical!

The interviews with the developers suggest that they clearly see a strong connection between culture and tourism, even count
tourism as a creative industry. In their opinion, creative industries are an obvious provider of cultural content into tourism.
Because creative industries may find a market in tourism, successful place branding and tourism policy also are, according to the
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developers, important tools in the support of creative industries.

The tourist as an unseen customer

Even though the creatives interviewed in this study take part in projects that aims to make cities more attractive to both visitors
and dwellers, they near unanimously categorically denied that they were in the tourism market. In contrast to the developers,
they questioned whether a partnership with tourism is likely or feasible as in this interview:

R: Do you actively engage with tourism?

Creative 1: Not as in presenting myself to tourism organizations.

Another interviewee was a bit surprised by the tourism-question:

R: Have you been in contact with tourism? Have any of your performances been targeted
to tourists?

Creative 2: Tourism?? […] No.

R: No? So you, obviously, don’t relate to that? You don’t sit down and plan to make
something that would be relevant for tourists?

Creative 2: No… But that is perhaps because… One thing is that I haven’t heard of…
Maybe it doesn’t really appeal to me. […] I haven’t been very conscious of that being a
market, really. What first comes into my head is those people touring at museums and
such places. But then at least you need to have a lot of artistic freedom, and not being
kind of a tourist guide.

R: But a member of an audience might be a person who has travelled to a city?

Creative 2: Yes. But to produce something in order to be seen, that’s no point. One makes a production in order to create art,
and then people come to watch it. […] You have to make art based on an artistic drive, not in order to be seen. […] The
projects you don’t care for, they die.

This interview indicates that there is little initiative or motivation from the creative’s side to engage with tourism as a market.
Tourism has nothing to do with what is at stake for the creatives, and the understanding that a tourist may be a traveling art
lover seem not to be present. The term “tourist” rather seems to be associated with the superficial McTourist, persons who are
searching for tourist experiences, not serious things like art.
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Even artists that produce on commission and sell at Christmas fairs do not see tourism as a market, as in this interview with two
creatives working within arts and craft:

R: But do you relate to tourism? Is that representing a market for you?

Creative 3: No.

Creative 4: No, I don’t have—you see, the location of my studio—if it was located on the pedestrian street in [the city name],
then I am sure I would have had more impulsive buyers dropping in that would see the jewelry. […]

Creative 3: No, and [the city name] isn’t really a tourism town. […]

R: […] One thing is Christmas fairs, but there are also museum shops?

Creative 3: We have galleries [the informants start listing galleries and museum shops where their work is for sale].

R: But other than that, tourists are not your market?

Creative 4: No, not tourists.

Creative 3: But definitely, when I worked in [open studio in town nearby] we had very many tourists from [major tourist
attraction nearby]. But when people are on holiday with their family, then they don’t plan to spend their holiday money on that.
Then at least I would have had to produce some cheap stuff.

The phrase “cheap stuff” underlines the notions that the creatives have of the tourists. Tourists are not interested in the real art,
the expensive art objects; they are just visiting the town with families, and the “holiday money” are not seen as something the
artist could get hold of.

For the creatives, their first instinct is to disassociate from tourism. This is the case even for the informants located in a town
where a theme park is a big tourist attraction.

R: Tourism, do you deal with that?

Creative 7: No.

R: The [local theme park]?

Creative 7: Have worked there, yes.

This creative is an actor, and she has been working in the theme park during summers. Still, her associations is that tourism has
nothing to do with her artistic work. In another interview, two creatives from the same town engaged in a dialogue on tourism
that shows the complex relation and understanding of tourism from the local perspective:

R: Tourism? Is this something you relate to?

Creative 5: I don’t know any artists in this town that in any way relate themselves to tourists.

Creative 6: Maybe performing artists that work in the [local theme park].

Creative 5: OK. The [local theme park] spectacle. Tourism… I like to travel, and I like that people travel. But the idea of using
tourists as a milking cow, that they should leave as much money as possible on their short stay is totally superficial, it isn’t about
cultural exchange at all. Very uninteresting for me. I am interested in having international dialogues, but I don’t think it fits this
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understanding of tourism.

Again, we see how the creatives rhetorically frame tourism and tourists with associations to something “superficial,” as “milking
cows” for the town and the theme park. The phrase “spectacle” is used mockingly of tourism as a commercial industry, and it
underlines the distance between tourists and the art audiences that these artists want to attract.

As with several of the creatives, creative 5 expresses a very critical view on commercial tourism, while at the same time
highlighting that traveling and being international is of relevance to him as an artist. While most informants do not see tourism
and tourists as relevant markets for their art work, the creatives do travel. They even like traveling related to their work.

The creatives also host visiting artists when doing international collaborations:

Creative 9: It is a lot of fun when the residency people arrive [gives examples of artists that have been there, tells about dinners,
movies etc.]… It is just unbelievably liberating!

While the creatives may not see their customers as tourists, a certain mobility is part of being an art or culture consumer. One of
the activities that might attract cultural tourists is visiting artists in their studios, as persons who aspires to build an art collection
must be willing to go look for art and the artists ready to host these potential buyers in their studios:

R: But do you think this is representative, that most artists want people visiting their studios?

Creative 9: Absolutely. Very many would like that. To show what has been made and what is there in the studio. If you make
an appointment, like with any other office, then that’s super, its professional—all artists want… It is part of the job in my mind.
I recall I once had a visit from a gallery owner from New York and that was very—[…] it is so healthy. And sometimes it leads
to something, other times not, you never know, but these real meetings, that’s important.

We note that the creatives do not talk of customers but people who are potential buyers. Even those creatives with an income
from commissions do not speak of customers, like in the case with an artisan that makes jewelry for national costumes:

Creative 4: People come here; it is commissioned. They sit down and look at what they would like or maybe they have an idea
and we discuss it.

Even if the visitors to the art studios are tourists by operational definitions, they are not framed as such by the creatives. While
they all need customers, it seems a long shot to look for them among tourists. The rejection of the tourist as a potential
customer by creatives was evident in different fields by visual artists, performing artists and craftspeople across different
regional contexts.

Researching the unseen tourist

The experience of tourism as out of place and as something to keep an ironic distance to, is also evident in other parts of our
data. In line with our self-reflective ambitions for this article, we have critically addressed our own framing of the interview
questions on tourism. Here are examples from two interviews:

R: How is the contact with tourism [chuckle], or tourists? Is this a market for you or the actors?

and:

R: There is a question we ask everybody, which perhaps seem a little off topic. But [chuckle], have you ever been engaged in
tourism?

The chuckle here is an interesting affective response, it comes from the researchers who often struggled to approach the tourism
questions. The Meta interview where the researcher B and C were informants, uncovered a feeling that they were seen in the
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interviews as proponents of the creative industries thinking. Mindful of the concerns in the sector about commodification of
culture, bringing up tourism felt like a long stretch in this troubled direction. The informants responded to the questions with
laughter and ironic comments:

Tourists are maybe interested in seeing trolls and not art, Creative 2 says laughing, perhaps consciously crass about the tourist
relation to art. The key word here is “maybe” as the interviews indicate that the creatives do not see tourists as potential or
existing customers. They have only a vague idea of what tourists might need and want. This might also be the case for the
researchers, who didn’t quite manage to follow up some of the reflections on tourism without giving the informants a sign of an
ironic distance to the subject:

R: Do you have anything to do with tourism?

Creative 10: No.

Creative 11: No.

R: No? [Chuckles] That is just a question we ask everyone.

Creative 11: No, it is very local.

Creative 10: I might have sold some pictures to someone… but I can’t recall.

Again, we see that the interest tourists may show in the work of creatives is acknowledged, but the tourist is not perceived as a
target audience.

As noted above, the developers are more aware of tourists and tourism in the conversations with the researchers, such as in this
clear statement:

Developer 4: It is the cultural tourist that leaves most money.

But the researchers’ affections toward the subject are also reflected in some of the statements from the developer, such as this:

Developer 8: And they [performers] travel a lot with their performances both inland and
abroad and they are in contact with for instance the embassies around the world. But we
[administrators] are not in direct contact with tourism except that we have foreign
instructors that stay in hotels, so in that way we do support the tourism industry. But that
wasn’t really what you meant [laughter].

Whether developers, creatives and researchers are talking about the same tourist is a question, as the creatives and researchers
tend to talk of tourists in a rhetorical sense which they do not identify with, while the developers speak of them in an operational
sense as potential customers.

Discussion

The topic of tourism was raised in relation to the topic of earning a living from the cultural entrepreneurship and/or artistic work
in question. As expected, given the prevailing ideas of tourism as too commercial and culture as noncommercial (Bourdieu 1984,
1993) and the tendency to see tourism as pejorative (Wheeller 2009; McCabe 2009), most respondents among the creatives did
not see themselves as producing for the tourism market. These findings are in line with Boltanski and Esquerre’s analysis of the
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enrichment economy (2020, 215), where they point out that the Bourdieusian notion of art for art’s sake is not only about the
artists themselves, but also about the art byers and art collectors, who need to be of a specific kind in order to protect the
autonomy of the art and the artists.

Underlying is the creatives and developers’ ideas about culture as an enterprise or in other words a creative industry and cultural
tourism as part of this puzzle (Richards 1996, 2018; Kouri 2012). To label their consumers as “tourists” or themselves as
tourists during work related travel, seems to be too far out for many creatives. The developers were more likely to adopt an
operational definition of the tourist as customer whereas the creatives tended to discuss tourism and tourists in rhetorical terms
(McCabe 2009) as something they distanced themselves from.

These findings highlight that for creatives, business may not mean the same thing as business means to the developers. This
suggest that further research into the sectors of tourism and culture might benefit from the concept of lifestyle entrepreneurship
as there are clear parallels between findings about rural SME’s in tourism and cultural work (Ateljevic and Doorne 2000;
Andersson Cederholm and Hultman 2010; Helgadóttir and Sigurðardóttir 2008).

When analyzing the relation between tourism and the cultural field, the taken-for-granted views of the empirical field at stake
are challenged not only in the analysis of the data, but also in the research process as such. Through a third round of analysis,
we uncovered how our research team reflected the different positions taken by the cultural workers toward tourism. Two of the
authors have traditionally been studying creative work, artists and creative industries in the practical and theoretical frames of
cultural policy studies (Bell and Oakley 2014). The third author is researching tourism, a field that is primarily seen as an
industry, while the researcher sees it also as a phenomenon (Jacobsen and Viken 2008) that has much in common with the
cultural sector, when it comes to entrepreneurship. Conversely, the cultural field is conventionally viewed as a phenomenon
rather than an industry.

Both fields of research have been developed in close relation to the respective industries and the notions present in policy,
ideologies and practices among the actors. This is because these fields of research have evolved from a great deal of
commissioned and applied research. Critics claim that this can lead to the epistemological problem that the researchers may take
the notions and discourses of the empirical field for granted, unable to distance themselves sufficiently to break free from the
normative values practiced in the field they research.

Conclusion

We asked how creatives in and developers of the creative industries in Norway relate to tourism and our hypothesis was that
tourism is in their blind spot. The short answer is that the hypothesis is partially supported as creatives do not consciously relate
to tourism while the developers see this relation and are more likely to define tourism as a creative industry. Another way to put
it is to say that the creatives distance themselves from a rhetorical definition of tourism while those working with place
promotion and development adopt an operational definition of tourism and tourists.

Further we asked: Do they see tourists or the tourism industry as a target market for their products and productions? We have
found that the developers, that is municipal workers and those employed in the support projects and institutions carrying out the
creative industry mandate feel more comfortable with the language of business, market and entrepreneurship. They are also
open to the idea of tourism as a market for creatives. The creatives themselves are less familiar with the entrepreneurial
language as well as the idea of tourism as a relevant market for their work. Even though recent studies (e.g. Duxbury et al.
2020) have identified the emergence of successful creative tourism, our analysis still shows that this are in the creatives’ blind
spot, regardless of their position in the cultural field. Whether the attitudes to tourism and tourists vary among creatives within
different locations in the cultural field or different geographical contexts would be an interesting topic for future comparative
research.

The collaboration between researchers from both the fields of tourism and creative industries revealed tourism as a blind spot
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also among researchers that are studying this sector. The rhetorical definition of tourists as plebeian and uninterested in culture
looms large even in tourism research. Thus, the operational definition of the tourist as a customer in the culture market posited
by the developers and cultural tourism promoters remains in the creatives’ and even the researchers’ blind spot. The
consequences of this merit further research. Encouraged by our insights from this study, we claim that more research on the
relationship between tourism and culture would benefit from further multidisciplinary research collaborations.
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